
Discover
Please find enclosed the Discover offerings, with specific differentiating

outcomes noted.
 

Outcome: Detailed and accurate LOR*

Available only in selected subjects: Psychology, Gender Studies, Political Science, Physics,
Computer Science, Literature, Statistics, Economics.

Discover RA

Cost: 80,000 INR + GST

A 3 month research engagement where, over 10 sessions, the student engages in task-
based work to assist a Mentor and experience university level research methods and
approaches. The program is structured and includes training in the foundational aspects of
domain-specific academic research 
(non-empirical) and writing. 

*contingent on successful completion of programme.

Discover 

A 3 month student-driven research engagement where, over 10 sessions, the student works
closely with a PhD level Mentor through the Discover program research process, from topic
selection to ideation to analysis. 

A Mentor guides the student through the development of a short 6-part academic paper
(10-12 pages), alongside training in academic research and writing. The Mentor will offer
regular structured feedback in line with Discover deliverables. 

Outcome: Detailed and accurate LOR*, paper, targeted submission support (up to 3
competitions and or journals). Available in Psychology, Gender Studies, Political Science,
Physics, Computer Science, Sociology, Statistics, Biology, Environmental Sciences,
Literature, Economics.

Cost: 1,20,000 INR + GST

*contingent on successful completion of programme.



DiscoveR PLUS

Cost: 2,00,000 INR + GST

A 6 month student-driven research engagement where, over 15+ sessions and extended
feedback, the student works closely with a PhD level Mentor on every stage of the
research process, from topic selection to ideation to analysis – with special extended
focus on methodological support. 

The Mentor guides the student through the development of a mid-length academic
paper (12-15 pages), alongside training in academic research and writing. The mentor will
offer extended feedback focusing on intensive methodological and analytical support.  

Outcome: Detailed and accurate LOR*, paper, targeted submission support (up to 3
competitions and or journals). Available in Physics, Chemistry, Mathematics, Computer
Science, Biology, Environmental Sciences.

*contingent on successful completion of programme.

Programme Duration Cost Level of Engagement Outcome

Discover
RA

3 months 80,000
INR + GST 10 sessions LOR

Discover 3 months 1,20,000
INR + GST 10 sessions 

LOR, paper,
targeted

submission
support (up to 3

competitions and
or journals)

Discover 
 Plus

6 months 2,00,000
INR + GST 15+ sessions 

LOR, paper,
targeted

submission
support (up to 3

competitions and
or journals)
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